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Fuzzy Q-learning-based Opportunistic
Communication for MEC-enhanced Vehicular

Crowdsensing
Trung Thanh Nguyen†, Truong Thao Nguyen‡, Thanh-Hung Nguyen†∗, Phi Le Nguyen†∗

Abstract—This study focuses on MEC-enhanced, vehicle-based
crowdsensing systems that rely on devices installed on automo-
biles. We investigate an opportunistic communication paradigm
in which devices can transmit measured data directly to a
crowdsensing server over a 4G communication channel or to
nearby devices or so-called Road Side Units positioned along the
road via Wi-Fi. We tackle a new problem that is how to reduce the
cost of 4G while preserving the latency. We propose an offloading
strategy that combines a reinforcement learning technique known
as Q-learning with Fuzzy logic to accomplish the purpose. Q-
learning assists devices in learning to decide the communication
channel. Meanwhile, Fuzzy logic is used to optimize the reward
function in Q-learning. The experiment results show that our
offloading method significantly cuts down around 30-40% of the
4G communication cost while keeping the latency of 99% packets
below the required threshold.

Index Terms—Vehicle-based mobile crowdsensing, MEC, Op-
portunistic Communication, Reinforcement learning, Fuzzy logic.

I. INTRODUCTION

With substantial advances in sensing, communication, and
mobile computing technologies in recent years, a new com-
puting and sensing paradigm named mobile crowdsensing has
demonstrated an effective solution for the capillary gathering
of huge quantities of information in densely populated regions
[1]. In a crowdsensing system, participants equipped with sens-
ing and computing capabilities work collaboratively to collect,
share, and extract data about a phenomenon of common
interest. In the past, crowdsensing systems have mainly relied
on mobile devices such as smartphones. Nowadays, vehicles
with increasing sensing, computing, and storage capabilities
have emerged as viable alternatives for mobile crowdsensing
systems. Numerous vehicle-based crowdsensing applications
have been proposed, including traffic monitoring and predic-
tion, advertisement dissemination [2]–[4]. The conventional
crowdsensing paradigm is a centralized cloud-based method
in which data is sent from participants to a cloud server over
a broadband network [5]. This approach, however, generates
significant traffic on the network and computation burden on
the cloud; thus, it cannot efficiently support real-time and
large-scale mobile crowdsensing systems. To this end, one
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solution is to deploy Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) servers
to Roadside Units (RSUs) that are close to vehicles. With the
advantage of the closeness to the vehicles, MEC can help
collect data from vehicles quickly and reduce the load on
the radio access network. In the literature, significant efforts
have been devoted to MEC-enhanced vehicle-based mobile
crowdsensing systems with various topics. Authors in [6]
focused on participant selection and task offloading problems.
Liu et al. in [7] leveraged meta-heuristic to address the network
selection and traffic allocation. The authors in [8] proposed a
hierarchical task allocation framework which consists of two
tiers: cloud and edge. The cloud layer evaluates participants’
reputations and offers the most promising candidates to the
edge layer. The edge layer then contacts the participants and
optimizes the task allocation. In [9], the authors introduced
a quality-aware sparse data collecting technique. The goal
is to guarantee spatiotemporal coverage while minimizing
redundant data. The main idea is to leverage the correlation
among sensing data to identify the smallest subset of grids
to allocate tasks. Using correctly acquired data, the cloud
server then infers the missing values. Zhao in [10] designed
an optimal sensing strategy for all vehicles.

Different from existing works, this study considers a
novel problem that asks to minimize the communication
budget while maintaining the freshness of information in
MEC-enhanced Vehicle-based Mobile Crowdsensing systems
(MVMC). Specifically, we focus on MVMC systems, where
the sensory data from vehicles are opportunistically transferred
to the server via three communication routes: (1) directly
sending to the server through the cellular networks such as
4G, (2) transferring to a roadside unit (RSU) via Wi-Fi and
then transmitting from RSU to the server by the wired network,
and (3) relaying to a nearby vehicle by using Wi-Fi, and then
following the nearby vehicle’s policy to transfer to the server.
The network model is illustrated in Fig. 3. Our goal is to
ensure data freshness while reducing transmission expenses.
We define data freshness as the amount of time between when
the data was generated and when the cloud server collected
it. We then aim to lessen the fraction of packages with
freshness levels surpassing a specified threshold. Furthermore,
we assume that the 4G network is widespread and that the
device can always send data to the cloud in real-time through
4G. On the other hand, Wi-Fi has a limited coverage area,
so the device cannot always communicate data to the RSU
or other devices. The drawback of 4G over Wi-Fi is that
the cost per communicated capacity on a 4G network is
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TABLE I
AVERAGE PRICES OF 4G AND WIRED NETWORK COMMUNICATION OVER

THE WORLD

Regional
4G communication Wired network

cost ($) communication cost ($)
(per 1GB data) (per 1 month)

Global 4.07 57.07
Asia 1.79 40.29

Baltics 2.09 19.19
Caribbean 4.44 78.44

Central America 2.40 43.87
CIS (Former Ussr) 2.84 13.96

Eastern Europe 4.64 19.90
Near East 3.94 60.62

Northern Africa 1.53 22.41
Northern America 8.21 89.44

Oceania 5.51 85.14
South America 5.52 55.17

Sub-Saharan Africa 6.44 77.70
Western Europe 2.47 49.56

substantially higher (see Table I). As a result, we should design
an offloading mechanism that minimizes the number of packets
sent directly from the device to the server (to save expenses)
while maintaining packet freshness. Additionally, 4G trans-
mission uses much more energy than Wi-Fi. For instance, we
performed an experiment to determine how much energy an
air quality monitoring device consumes when communicating
through Wi-Fi or 4G. The experimental findings in Table II
indicate that employing 4G consumes 1.3 times of energy
compared to Wi-Fi. We name our targeted problem as OCVC
(stands for Opportunistic Communication for Vehicle-based
mobile Crowdsensing). Our OCVC problem asks to minimize
the use of 4G communication while guaranteeing that the
information latency does not exceed a threshold. Here, the
term information latency is defined by the time interval from
when the data is collected until it reaches the server.

To the best of our knowledge, this study is an early attempt
to minimize the communication budget while maintaining the
freshness of information in vehicular mobile crowdsensing.
Our idea is to exploit Q-learning combined with Fuzzy logic.
In our Q-learning paradigm, each crowdsensing device is
considered an agent that keeps track of its Q table. We split
the whole timeline into discrete time units called time slots.
Packets generated by a device are temporarily stored in the
device’s buffer. The agent then uses the proposed Q-learning
model to perform one of the following actions at every time
slot: 1) storing data in the local buffer, 2) transferring to the
RSU, 3) relaying to a neighbor device, and 4) transmitting to
the server. Each Q table item has a Q value that reflects how
well an action performs in a particular state. At each time
slot, the agent will choose an action based on the value of the
Q value (usually, actions with a higher Q value have a higher
chance of being selected). When the agent performs an action,
the environment provides feedback indicating how beneficial
the action was. This goodness is quantified by a so-called
reward, which will be used to update the Q table. Q-learning
actions will be selected to maximize the cumulative reward
value. Consequently, our reward function will be designed
to encourage actions that help reduce 4G communication
costs while preserving packet freshness. Furthermore, we will

TABLE II
ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF AN AIR QUALITY MONITORING DEVICE

CONSISTING OF SENSORS MEASURING PM2.5, PM10, NO2, CO2, SO2,
HUMIDITY, TEMPERATURE

Parameters 4G WiFi
Supply voltage (V) 7.4 7.4

Average current consumption (mA) 305.68 236.56
Max current consumption (mA) 707.42 441.54

Average power consumption (W) 2.26 1.75
Max power consumption (W) 5.24 3.28

exploit Fuzzy logic to adapt several hyperparameters in the
reward function, making it more resistant to environmental
changes. Our contribution is as follows:

• We formulate the opportunistic communication in MEC-
enhanced vehicle-based mobile crowdsensing systems.

• We employ Q learning to propose an offloading strategy
that reduces communication costs while maintaining data
freshness. Furthermore, to enhance the efficiency of the
Q-learning-based offloading algorithm, we adopt Fuzzy
logic to adjust Q-learning hyper-parameters adaptively.

• We perform extensive experiments to evaluate the impacts
of various network configurations on the performance
of the proposed algorithm and compare it with several
baselines. The numerical results show that our proposed
protocol outperforms the baselines.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
briefly introduce the related works, and an overview of Q-
learning and Fuzzy logic in Section II and III. Sections IV
describes our proposed protocol in details. We present the
numerical results in Section V and conclude the paper in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The OCVC problem can be categorized as an offloading
problem in V2X (i.e., Vehicle-to-Everything) networks. As
such, we begin with an overview of current research addressing
various aspects concerning MEC-enhanced mobile crowdsens-
ing applications. Following that, we review the literature on
MEC’s offloading issue.

In [6], the authors define Local Edge Nodes (LENs) and
Main Edge Node (MEN) that are responsible for selecting
workers available in the area of interest. They then proposed
an offloading mechanism to offload sensory data from the
workers to the identified LENs. Liu et al. In [7] leveraged
meta-heuristic to address the network selection and traffic
allocation problem. The objective is to maximize the users’
transmission capability while minimizing the transmission
delay. The authors first presented the mathematical formu-
lation and then applied the PSO to provide a sub-optimal
solution. The authors in [8] proposed a hierarchical task
allocation framework. Firstly, the cloud layer evaluates the
participants’ reputations based on various data and sends the
optimal subset of participants to the edge layer. The edge
layer then interacts with the participants and performs task-
specific optimizations. In [9], the authors presented a data
collecting method aimed at minimizing data redundancy while
maintaining sensor grids’ spatiotemporal coverage. To do
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this, the authors used correlations between sensing data to
determine which user group should be selected. Additionally,
the compressive sensing technique was utilized to retrieve data
from the whole sensing region. In [11] the authors proposed a
novel mobile crowdsensing paradigm where mobile users can
act as mobile MEC nodes. The authors designed a probabilistic
model and an algorithm to select appropriate users for acting
as mobile MEC nodes. The authors in [12] provided a crowd-
sensing-assisted vehicular distributed computing mechanism
to update a High-definition map (HD Map) for autonomous
driving. In addition, the authors proposed a heuristic best-
effort algorithm for crowdsensing nodes selection and tasks
allocation with the goal of minimizing communication load.
Xu et al. in [13] investigated the data uploading problem in
mobile crowdsensing systems. They proposed a mechanism for
multiple edge nodes to collaborate to match a team of edge
nodes with a sensing worker to satisfy the demand. The authors
first proved the NP-hardness of the targeted problem and
then introduced an algorithm based on Lagrangian relaxation.
In [7], the authors addressed the cost reduction issue in
MEC-enhanced vehicular crowdsensing systems with various
data kinds carried by users. They proposed a mechanism for
determining which server should be enabled for each data type
of processing. The authors in [14] focused on collaborative
mobile crowdsensing systems, where users are divided into
groups and collaboratively exchange information inside each
group. For each group, there is one owner that is responsible
for gathering data from other members and forwarding it
to the collector. The authors then proposed three group-
ing algorithms: static grouping, PoI grouping, and Dynamic
grouping. The experimental results show that users can save
a large amount of energy by using the proposed grouping
methods. Gong et al., in [15], studied the data offloading issue
in opportunistic social networks, wherein mobile users may
decide to offload data using their cellular interface or relay it
to surrounding users to reduce costs. The authors formulated
the targeted problem mathematically and then proposed online
and offline solutions. The numerical findings showed that
taking advantage of opportunistic offloading between users
may significantly reduce costs. K. Zhang et al. concentrated on
optimizing energy usage in MEC-enabled 5G networks in [16].
The authors provide a mathematical model for the problem
and propose an approximation approach. The work in [17]–
[19] addressed the offloading decision of collaborative task
execution between platoons and a MEC server. Both [17], [18]
considered how to determine the location of task execution
either on a vehicle, offloading to other platoon members, or
an associated MEC server. However, [17] focused on mini-
mizing the offloading cost, while [18] aimed at reducing the
average energy consumption. The authors in [19] proposed a
federated offloading method that exploits horizontal offloading
paths between vehicles, with the objective of minimizing total
latency. In [20], the authors aimed at minimizing the power
consumption of MEC servers and vehicles. Zhao et al. recently
utilized MEC and cloud computing resources simultaneously
for offloading [21]. In that work, vehicles could offload their
computation tasks to a MEC server or the cloud via RSUs. The
objective was to maximize the system’s utility by optimizing

Fig. 1. Q-learning overview.

both the offloading strategy and resource allocation. In [22], Y.
Lin et al. addressed the traffic and capacity allocation problem
in a three-tier model and proposed an optimization algorithm
consisting of two phases. The first was adjusting the capacity
allocation, and optimizing the traffic allocation. Their objective
was to minimize total capacity and guarantee that at least some
traffic has satisfying latency constraints. Nguyen et al. in [23]
proposed a 3-tier offloading model that leverages both MEC
and cloud computing. The authors first provided an explicit
theoretical model to formulate the average task processing
latency. They then proposed a meta-heuristic approach to
determine sub-optimal offloading probabilities for the vehicles.
In [24], the authors proposed an offloading protocol aiming
at reducing communication costs while ensuring the packet
latency constraint.

Unlike previous research, we use three communication
planes simultaneously, namely, vehicle-to-cloud, vehicle-to-
RSU, and vehicle-to-vehicle, with the goal of reducing 4G
communication costs while maintaining information fresh-
ness.

III. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we describe two techniques that will be used
in our solution, namely Q-learning and Fuzzy logic.

A. Q-learning

Q learning is a reinforcement learning technique that has
been extensively utilized to tackle decision-making problems.
Reinforcement learning is mainly based on the trial-and-error
paradigm. A reinforcement learning framework, in particular,
is comprised of five major components: environment, agent,
action, state, and reward. The agent performs an action at each
state and interacts with the environment. The environment then
responds with a signal indicating the efficacy of the action.
Finally, this goodness is quantified by a so-called award.
Based on the reward, the agent accumulates experiences from
previous actions and progressively improves the actions to
maximize the accumulative reward. The Q learning model
chooses actions based on the so-called Q values stored in a Q
table. After each action, the agent updates the Q table using
the following Bellman equation.

Q(St, At)← (1−α)Q(St, At) +α[Rt + γmax
a

Q(St+1, a)], (1)
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Fig. 2. Fuzzy logic systems architecture.

where, St and St+1 denote the states at time slots t and t+1,
respectively; at represents the action performed at time slot
t, and Rt, Q(St, At) depict the reward and Q value when
performing action At at state St; maxa Q(St+1, a) is the
maximum value that may be obtained for all possible actions
a at the next state St+1. In addition, α and γ are two hyper-
parameters named learning and discount rates, respectively.
These hyperparameters range from 0 to 1.

B. Fuzzy logic

The Fuzzy logic [25] architecture depicted in Fig. 2 consists
of four main components: Fuzzification module, Knowledge
base, Inference engine, and Defuzzification module.

1) Fuzzification Module: The fuzzification module converts
the crisp values of the control inputs into fuzzy values. A fuzzy
variable has values, which are defined by linguistic variables
(fuzzy sets or subsets) such as low, medium, high, where each
is defined by a gradually varying membership function.

2) Knowledge Base: The knowledge base stores IF-THEN
rules provided by experts. The expert knowledge is a collection
of Fuzzy membership functions and a set of Fuzzy rules having
the form: IF (conditions are fulfilled) THEN (consequences
are inferred). More explicitly, a Fuzzy rule Ri with k-inputs
and 1-output can be represented as follows.

Ri : IF(I1 is Ai1)Θ(I2 is Ai2)Θ . . .Θ(Ik is Aik)

THEN(O is Bi),
(2)

where {I1, · · · , Ik} represents the crisp inputs to the rule.
{Ai1, · · · , Aik} and Bi are linguistic variables. The operator
Θ can be AND, OR, or NOT.

3) Inference Engine: The inference engine deduces the
Fuzzy control actions by employing Fuzzy implication and
Fuzzy rules of inference. It calculates the membership degree
(µ) of the output for all linguistic variables by applying the
rule set described in the Knowledge Base. For Fuzzy rules with
many inputs, the output calculation depends on the operators
used inside it. The calculation for each type of operator is
described as follows:

Fig. 3. Network model.

(Ii is Ai AND Ij is Aj) :

µAi∩Aj
(Iij) = min(µAi

(Ii), µAj
(Ij))

(Ii is Ai OR Ij is Aj) :

µAi∪Aj
(Iij) = max(µAi

(Ii), µAj
(Ij))

(NOT Ii is Ai) :

µĀi
(Ii) = 1− µAi

(Ii)

(3)

4) Defuzzification Module: The defuzzification module
translates Fuzzy control values into crisp numbers, that is, it
links a single point to a Fuzzy set, given that the point belongs
to the support of the Fuzzy set. The most well-known de-
fuzzification technique is the centre-of-area (COA) or centre-
of-gravity (COG). For continuous membership function, the
defuzzified value denoted as x∗ using COG is defined as:

x∗ =

∫
x.µA(x)dx∫
µA(x)dx

, (4)

where µA(x) is the output membership of the linguistic
variable A.

IV. FUZZY Q-LEARNING-BASED OPPORTUNISTIC
COMMUNICATION

A. Network Model

Figure 3 depicts our network architecture, which comprises
three parts: crowdsensing devices, a crowdsensing server,
and roadside units. Crowdsensing devices are sensory data-
gathering devices that are installed on buses. They include
4G and Wi-Fi network interfaces. The crowdsensing server,
located in the cloud, is responsible for collecting data from de-
vices. RSUs are roadside processing units equipped with com-
munication and computation capabilities. The data acquired
from crowdsensing devices will be sent to the crowdsensing
server in one of three ways:

1) The devices use a 4G communication channel to send
sensory data directly to the server.

2) The devices use Wi-Fi to relay data to the RSUs, the
RSUs then deliver the data to the server through the
wired network.
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TABLE III
NOTIONS

Notion Description
n the number of crowdsensing devices
m the number of RSUs
Di the i-th crowdsensing device
rDi

the transmission range of Di

C∗
i the maximum computing capacity of Di

Rj the j-th RSU
rRj

the transmission range of Rj

δ the data latency threshold
Si the state space of agent Di

Si(t) the state at a time slot t of agent Di

Ai the action space of agent Di

Ai(t) the action taken by agent Di at a time slot t
µi(t) the timing agent Di generates the last data at a time

slot t
ci(t) the remaining computing resource of Di at time slot t
cN (t) the remaining computing resource of the nearest device

at time slot t
∆i(t) the time interval from when Di generates the last data

until the time slot t, ∆i(t) = t− µi(t)
∆c(t) the difference in remaining capacity of Di and nearest

device at time slot t, ∆c(t) = cN (t)− ci(t)
θ the priority factor

3) Using a Wi-Fi channel, devices may communicate data
to a neighboring device. The nearby device will then
process the packet, i.e., it can be passed to the RSU,
forwarded directly to the server, or forwarded to another
device.

We assume that the 4G channel is always accessible. Therefore
the first transmission pathway is always feasible. Furthermore,
since Wi-Fi has limited communication range, the second
and third actions can only be performed when the current
device reaches the coverage area of another device or a
RSU. As shown in the Table I, the communication charge
for 4G is much more than that of the wired network, and
Wi-Fi is usually free. Therefore, this study aims to propose
an offloading protocol which leverages three transmission
routes mentioned above, such that the total number of packets
delivered by the 4G channel is the lowest while ensuring that
data delay does not exceed a certain threshold δ. Here the term
”data latency” refers to the time it takes for data to reach the
server from when it is measured. To ease the presentation, we
use the following notations, hereafter. We assume that there
are n crowdsensing devices that are mounted on n buses.
Each device Di(i = 1, . . . , n) has a computing capacity of
C∗

i and the transmission range of rDi
. We also assume that

there are m RSUs denoted as Rj(j = 1, . . . ,m) which has
the transmission range of rRj

.

B. Q-learning based modeling

In this section, we first define the state and action space of
the Q-learning-based model in Section IV-B1, respectively. We
then propose a novel reward function for the OCVC problem in
Section IV-B2. In our Q-learning-based model, the network is
considered the environment, while each crowdsensing device
is an agent. We utilize the distributed approach where each
monitoring device runs its own Q-learning-based model. To
facilitate the reading, we summarize the notations in Table
III.

1) State and Action Space: For each device Di, the state at
a time slot t is a quadruple consisting of the following items:

• µi(t): the timing Di generates the last packet, i.e., the
time from when the last packet is generated until the
current time.

• ci(t): the computing resource of Di that is remaining at
time slot t.

• cN (t): the remaining resource of the nearest device N ,
if N is in the communication range of Di.

• NR
i (t): a binary variable indicating whether Di is in the

communication range of a RSU.
Furthermore, the first three entries of a state are rounded as
follows. µi(t) is rounded in time step units. ci(t) and cN (t) are
both rounded in Megabytes. In this way, we have discretized
the value of the state vector. As a result, the state space
is limited. A crowdsensing device can conduct one of the
following actions at each time slot t:

i) Keeping the data in the local queue,
ii) Sending the data directly to the crowdsensing server via

4G communication channel,
iii) Sending the data to the nearest RSU, if Di is in the

communication range of an RSU,
iv) Sending the data to the nearest device, if they are in the

communication range of each other.
Because both the state and the actions obtain discrete values,
the size of the Q table is fixed. As a result, we may use the
common sequential searching technique to retrieve an entry in
the Q table.

2) Reward Function: We denote by Ri(t) the reward
received when device Di performs action Ai(t). Our goal is
to minimize the total amount of data transmitted by 4G while
guaranteeing that the data latency does not exceed a predefined
threshold δ. For each type of action, the action’s goodness is
reflected by different indicator. Therefore, instead of define a
an unique formula for the reward function, we break it down
into multiple cases as follows.

Ri(t) =



−p , if ci(t) = 0

or ∆i(t) > δ (5)
θ × C∗

i − ci(t)

1 + ∆i(t)
, sending to the

crowdsensing server (6)
C∗

i − θ × ci(t)

1 + ∆i(t)
, sending to a RSU (7)

∆c(t)

[1 + ∆i(t)]× |∆c(t)| , sending to the

nearest device (8)
0 , keeping in the

local memory (9)

where ∆i(t) = t − µi(t) is the time elapsed from when
the data is collected, ∆c(t) = cN (t) − ci(t) in that cN (t)
is the remaining resource of the nearest device, and p is a
significantly large positive number. θ is a parameter in the
range of [0, 1] which we call priority factor. The value of θ
is determined by Fuzzy logic as will be described in Section
IV-C. The rationale behind the reward function is as follows.
Firstly, when an action results in a resource exhaustion of
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Algorithm 1 Action selection and Q table update
Input: α: learning rate, γ: discount factor, ϵ: a small number;
current Q table; St: current state.
Output: the next action; updated Q table.

1: // Choose the next action;
2: r ← uniform random number between 0 and 1;
3: if r < ϵ then
4: At ← random action from the action space;
5: else
6: At ← argmax

At

Q(St, A);

7: end if
8: // Update Q table;
9: St+1 ← performing At;

10: θ ← calculated by Algorithm 2;
11: Rt ← calculated by Formulas (5)-(9);
12: Q(St, At)← (1− α)Q(St, At)

+ α[Rt + γmaxa Q(St+1, a)];

the current device, or when the data’s latency exceeds the
threshold, the agent will be punished by a substantial negative
reward according to Formula (5). Otherwise, the reward is
calculated by Formulas from (6) to (9) depending on the action
type.

The reward obtained when performing the action of sending
a packet to the server is represented by Formula (6). As can
be seen, this reward is inversely proportional to ci(t), the
device’s remaining resource. It indicates that the lower ci(t),
the bigger the reward, indicating that the action of sending to
the server is encouraged. In contrast, when ci(t) increases, the
reward for sending a packet to the server decreases. Moreover,
when ci(t) is large enough (more than θ × C∗

i ), the reward
turns negative, and transmitting to the server is discouraged. It
means that when the remaining resource is significant enough,
the device will temporarily not need to transmit the packet to
the server to save money on 4G. The reward for transmitting
a packet to an RSU is represented by Equation (7). Similarly
to formula (6), the smaller the remaining resource, the more
strongly urged is the action of transmitting to an RSU. The
reward for transmitting to an adjacent device is represented
by Equation (8). This reward is positive if ∆c(t) is greater
than 0, i.e., the neighbor’s remaining resource is greater than
the current device. It implies that transmitting to an adjacent
device is only recommended if the neighboring device has
a greater remaining resource than the current device. Finally,
rewards for actions of sending to the server/RSU/other devices
share a common term of 1

1+∆i(t)
. It should be noted that

this is inversely proportional to ∆i(t). As a result, this term
encourages the agent to decide on offloading tasks as quickly
as feasible rather than holding the packet in local memory.

To choose the next action, we leverage the ϵ-greedy policy.
In particular, the ϵ steadily declines over time as follows:

ϵ← ϵ×max

{
0,

maximum time− current time
maximum time

}
, (10)

where the maximum time is a predefined threshold. The details
of this policy are described in Algorithm 1. At each step, the

Algorithm 2 Fuzzy logic-based θ determination
Input: ci(t): the remaining resource;

C∗
i : the maximum computing capacity;

∆i(t): the elapsed time;
δ: the data latency threshold.

Output: θ.
1: function FUZZYLOGIC(ci(t), C∗

i ,∆i(t), δ)
2: C ← ci(t)/C

∗
i ;

3: ∆← ∆i(t)/δ;
4: // Fuzzification
5: µL(C) = Trapezoidal(C, aL, bL, cL, dL);
6: µM(C) = Trapezoidal(C, aM , bM , cM , dM );
7: µH(C) = Trapezoidal(C, aH , bH , cH , dH);
8: µL(∆) = Trapezoidal(∆, aL, bL, cL, dL);
9: µM(∆) = Trapezoidal(∆, aM , bM , cM , dM );

10: µH(∆) = Trapezoidal(∆, aH , bH , cH , dH);
11: // Fuzzy controller
12: M← null;
13: for A ∈ {L,M,H} do
14: for B ∈ {L,M,H} do
15: µ = min{µA(C), µB(∆)};
16: M.add(µ);
17: end for
18: end for
19: // Defuzzification
20: l = argmax

µ
M;

21: D← the output of rule Rl;
22: θ ← the value of θ by CoG function;
23: return θ
24: end function

agent selects a random action with a probability of ϵ from the
action space (line 4 in Algorithm 1) and the action with the
greatest Q value with a probability of 1−ϵ (line 6 in Algorithm
1).

C. Fuzzy Logic-based priority factor determination

1) Motivation: We found that simultaneously optimizing
two objectives, namely minimizing the total amount of data
transmitted over the 4G communication channel and guaran-
teeing the data latency, is challenging. Specifically, devices
tend to store data until they can send it to an RSU to reduce the
usage of 4G transmission. This strategy, however, may cause
a large delay due to the waiting period. As a result, rather than
using a fixed value for θ, we propose a mechanism for adjust-
ing θ dynamically in response to network status. We observe
that the remaining resource and the amount of time the data has
elapsed are two factors that influence a device’s behavior. The
device may tolerate more latency when the device’s remaining
resource is large or data latency is minimal; therefore, the
agent should avoid transmitting immediately to the server to
save on communication expenses. As a result, θ should be
insignificant when the device’s remaining resource is large
and the data latency is low. In contrast, when the remaining
resource in the device is low or data latency is large, the device
should send data to the server rather than transferring it to
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Fig. 4. Fuzzy input membership function with three linguistic variables: low (L), medium (M) and
high (H).
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Fig. 5. Fuzzy output membership function.

TABLE IV
INPUT VARIABLES WITH THEIR LINGUISTIC VALUES AND

CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

Input variable Linguistic value Membership function

The remaining
resource (%C∗)

low (L) [0, 0, 0.2, 0.3]
medium (M) [0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.6]

high (H) [0.5, 0.6, 1, 1]

The elapsed
time (%δ)

low (L) [0, 0, 0.4, 0.5]
medium (M) [0.4, 0.5, 0.7, 0.8]

high (H) [0.7, 0.8, 1, 1]

the nearest device to ensure the latency constraint is satisfied.
Consequently, θ should be set high enough that the reward
of the action sending to the server surpasses the reward of
relaying to the nearest device. Furthermore, as long as the
device is within an RSU’s communication range, transmission
to the RSU takes precedence, i.e., the action of sending to an
RSU is designed to get the highest reward of all the actions.

Motivated by the observation mentioned above, we design a
Fuzzy-based algorithm for dynamically adjust the value of θ.
The pseudo-code of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm
2.

2) Fuzzification: The input of the fuzzification process is
a pair consisting of the remaining resource, and the latency
the data has elapsed (i.e., defined by the time from when the
data is measured until the current time). The input then is
mapped to three linguistic variables: low (L), medium (M)
and high (H). The output of the Fuzzification is also mapped
to three respective levels: low, medium and high. We use the
trapezoidal Fuzzy set that could be described by the following
formula:

Trapezoidal(x, a, b, c, d) =



0 if x ≤ a
x−a
b−a if a ≤ x ≤ b

1 if b ≤ x ≤ c
d−x
d−c if c ≤ x ≤ d

0 if d ≤ x,

(11)

where x is the input, and a, b, c, d are parameters. The values
of a, b, c, d are represented in Table IV and V. Fig.4 and 5
illustrate the shape of the input membership functions.

3) Knowledge Base: We have two input variables, namely
the remaining resource, and the elapsed time, each of which is

TABLE V
OUTPUT VARIABLE WITH THEIR LINGUISTIC VALUES AND

CORRESPONDING MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION

Output variable Linguistic value Membership function

θ
low (L) [0, 0, 0.3, 0.4]

medium (M) [0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.7]
high (H) [0.6, 0.7, 1, 1]

TABLE VI
FUZZY RULES

No. Input Output
The remaining resource The elapsed time θ

1 L L M
2 L M H
3 L H H
4 M L L
5 M M M
6 M H H
7 H L L
8 H M L
9 H H M

transformed into three Fuzzy sets. Therefore, we have 32 = 9
Fuzzy rules in total. The rules are shown in Table VI. These
rules are designed based on the observation described in
Section IV-C1. Our rules have the form of “IF (the remaining
resource is A) AND (the elapsed time is B) THEN (θ is C)”,
where A,B,C obtain the values of low, medium, and high.
To ease the presentation, we denote low, medium, and high as
L, M , and H , respectively.

4) Inference Engine: As our Fuzzy rules are based on AND
operator, the output membership function is defined as below.

µi = min{µA(the remaining resource),
µB(the elapsed time)},∀i = 1, · · · , 9.

(12)

5) Defuzzification: After going through the steps above, the
Fuzzy set with the highest membership degree is considered
as the output variable. Finally, we utilize the CoG function in
Formula (4) to calculate the crisp value of the output’s fuzzy
set.
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D. Computational Complexity

We analyze the computational complexity to choose the next
action and update the Q table in the following. Since the
agent utilizes the Epsilon Greedy policy to choose the next
action, it needs to check the Q values of all actions in the
action space. The computational complexity of this operation
is O(|A|), where A indicates the action space. To update
the Q table, the agent first utilizes Fuzzy Logic to determine
the value of θ (Algorithm 2), which has a computational
complexity of O(LC×L∆), where LC and L∆ are the number
of linguistic values of the remaining resource and the elapsed
time, respectively. The agent then calculates the reward and
uses Formula (1) to update the Q value. This operation has a
computational complexity of O(|A| × |S|), where S denotes
the state space. As a result, the total time for updating the Q
table at each step is O(|A|+ |A| × |S|+LC ×L∆), which is
equivalent to O(|A| × |S|+ LC × L∆).

V. EVALUATION

A. Methodology

In this section, we evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
algorithm in terms of optimizing the communication perfor-
mance and cost.

Simulation model: We developed an in-house simulator
in Python programming language version 3.8.8. The packet
transmission process is implemented by extending the queue-
model proposed in [23]. Our code can be access via [26]. In
which, the devices iteratively generate homogeneous packets
of the same size. We denote by λd the packet generation inter-
val After being created, packets are queued in the device and
waiting for transmission. If the queue is full, the packet will be
dropped. As a result, data latency comprises two parts: waiting
time in the queue and transmission time from the device to
the server. The transmission time is proportional to the packet
size and inversely proportional to the communication channel
bandwidth. At each time slot, the device picks a packet from
the queue and transmits it in one of three ways:

• Using 4G to communicate directly to the server.
• Transferring data to an RSU through Wi-Fi and then

transmitting data from the RSU to the server via the wired
network.

• Relaying to a nearby device via Wi-Fi and then following
that device’s policy (transmitting directly to the server,
transferring to RSU, or continuing to forward to another
device) to send the packet to the server.

The offloading method is determined by the algorithms (our
algorithm and the baselines). If the device chooses the second
or third offloading mode but is not within the coverage of the
RSU (or another device), it will hold the packet in the queue
and wait for the next time slot (if the queue is not full), or it
will transmit it immediately to the server using 4G (otherwise).
We refer to the first case as offload-hit and the second case as
offload-missed.

Simulation environment: In this work, we use the data
collected within two days of bus routes in Seattle City,
Washington [27] to simulate the movement of vehicles. Each
data point includes the time and position of a bus. We only

TABLE VII
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Value
Packet size 1 Mb
RSU transmission range 250 Meter
Sensor transmission range 40 Meter
RSU-server’s link bandwidth (wired network) 10 Gbps
Sensor-RSU’s link bandwidth (wifi network) 1 Gbps
Sensor-server’s link bandwidth (4G communication) 500 Mbps
The length of a time slot (T ) 1 Min
Packet generation interval at a sensor (λd) 1 ∼ 5 T
Data latency threshold (δ) 5 ∼ 25 T
Sensor’s computing capacity C∗ 25 Mb
Number of RSUs (m) 384
Number of vehicles (n) 776

collect data of buses whose active time is no less than 90
minutes per day. We then generate the RSUs’ position on the
map along each bus route. In which, the RSUs are concentrated
in the city center, 1 - 3 km apart, while in the suburbs there
will be a sparser number of RSUs, 4 - 8 km apart.

Evaluation metrics: It is worthy to note that the target of
this work is to keep the number of packets that can reach
the server as much as possible (i.e., maximizing the delivery
ratio), while reducing the amount of data with a long latency
(i.e., guaranteeing the information freshness) and lessening the
4G communication usage rates (i.e., minimizing the commu-
nication cost). Although we have already taken the wired and
Wi-Fi costs into account since the per-second communication
costs of these two plans are negligible compared to the cost of
4G communication, we focus only on the 4G communication
ratio in this section. First, we define the rate of dropped
packets, called rdrop, for the delivery ratio. This metric is
computed by dividing the number of dropped packets by the
number of packets transmitted. To analyze the second criteria,
ensuring the packet’s freshness, we propose the term δ-delayed
packets, calculated by the total number of packets with latency
higher than a threshold δ. In addition, we also define an
additional term rate of δ-delayed packets (denoted rdelay),
which is the ratio of the δ-delayed packets to the total number
of packets sent. Finally, to evaluate the communication cost,
we measure the proportion of packets sent using 4G out of
the total number of packets. This number is named rserver

1.
In addition, we also define rrsu, which is the rate of packets
transferred via relay from RSU to the server.

Reducing the energy consumption of crowdsensing devices
(sensors) is well-known in the literature as one of the most
critical challenges. To understand how energy efficient these
strategies are, we measure the total energy consumption of
sensors employing different offloading strategies in this study.
We solely assess the energy consumption of communication
because the variation in how the sensors perform with different
offloading strategies in our simulation is in the communication
method. Specifically, there are two types of communications at
a given sensor, i.e., communication via WiFi and 4G channels.
At a given sensor i, for a given packet j transmitted via
a given channel, we use the average power consumption

1Assumption: the cost of sending a packet via the 4G communication
channel is much higher than that of using Wi-Fi or wired network as an
example shown in Table I
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(a) Pkeep = 0.1 (b) Pkeep = 0.3 (c) Pkeep = 0.5

Fig. 6. Finding sub-optimal combination of Pkeep, Pserver , Prsu and Psensor for the FP baseline using grid search. δ is fixed to 10 time slots. The bigger
circle refers to the higher rate.

(PWj) of that channel (stated in Table II) and the simulated
transmission latency of this packet (Tj) on the corresponding
channel to estimate the energy consumption. That is E =∑n

i=1

∑Ni

j=1 PWj × Tj where n is the number of sensors and
Ni is the number of packet processed by this sensor.

Comparison baseline: Because there is no current work
that handles the same problem as ours, to show the efficiency
of our proposed method, we compare it with two baselines:

The first comparison baseline is a simple yet effective
greedy opportunistic communication method defined below.
When a new packet is generated, the device performs an action
based on the following rule:

• If the device is in the communication range of an RSU, it
always sends the packet to the RSU. The RSU will send
the packet to the cloud server after that.

• Otherwise, if the device is in the communication range
of other devices nearer to an RSU than itself, it relays
the packet to the new device.

• If the device does stays inside the communication range
of neither an RSU nor another device, it sends the packet
directly to the cloud server.

The second baseline is a naive offloading strategy named
FP. In FP, at a given time slot, a packet is randomly decided
between four actions, namely keeping at the local, sending
directly to the server, transferring to an RSU, and relaying to
the nearest device, with fixed possibilities of Pkeep, Pserver,
Prsu and Psensor, respectively. We first conduct a grid search
over the four parameters Pkeep, Pserver, Prsu and Psensor

to find the sub-optimal combination. We then compare the
performance of our proposed solution to the FP’s sub-optimal
configuration.

In the following, we first compare the performance and
cost of our proposed method with the baseline concerning
particular settings of the packet generation interval λd and
the latency threshold δ in Section V-B. We then investigate
the impacts of λd and δ in Section V-C.

B. Comparison of the proposed method and the baseline

In this comparison, we set the data latency threshold δ to
5 and 10 and the packet generation interval λd to 1. The
remaining simulation parameters are derived from [23], and
presented in Table VII.

TABLE VIII
CONFIGURATION OF THE FIX-POSSIBILITY STRATEGIES

Strategies Pkeep Pserver Prsu Psensor

FP1 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.1
FP2 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1
FP3 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.1

1) Sub-optimal configuration of FP: In this section, we
perform grid search on Pkeep, Prsu and Psensor to identify the
sub-optimal combination2. Fig. 6 illustrates the rate of dropped
packets (rdrop), δ-delayed packets (rdelay) and the 4G com-
munication ratio rserver when we varies the value from 0.1 to
0.5. The bigger circle refers to the higher rate. Through this
result, we consider different configurations of FP that could
have small packet dropped rate, e.g., rdrop ≈ 0. We then pick
up three configurations with the highest, medium and lowest
4G communication ratio rserver to be the representations for
the FP baselines (named as FP1, FP2, and FP3, respectively).
The detail settings of FP are summarized in Table VIII.

2) Delivery Ratio: We shows the breakdown of the simu-
lation packets (in percentage) of the proposed method as well
as the greedy, and the FP baseline strategies in Fig. 7. We
consider the lower value to be the better performance. First
of all, with the FP strategy, devices tend to hold the data in
their queue until they can send it to an RSU/or the nearest
device (the offload-hit as mentioned in section V-A). This
strategy leads to a longer delay of a message and a higher
number of dropped packets (when the queue is full). As a
result, the FP baseline strategies can not avoid the packet-
dropped issue in all the cases, e.g., 0.15% of rdrop as in FP3
when we set the latency threshold to 5 time slots. In contrast,
the greedy strategy does not keep the packet in the queue of
a given sensor when there exist no RSUs and devices around
it, yet encourage to send data directly to the cloud server.
Thus, it could deliver all the packets to the server with a
zero-packet dropped rate. Similar to the greedy strategy, our
proposed method also achieves the zero-packet dropped rate
and guarantees all the generated packets can reach the server. It
is the result of flexibly constructing the priority factor θ using
the Fuzzy logic approach which considers both the number of
packets in the local queue and the data latency of packets.

2Pserver = 1− Pkeep − Prsu − Psensor
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Fig. 7. Relative breakdown of the simulation packets.

3) Information Freshness and Communication Cost: The
result in Fig. 7 also shows that our method provides a smaller
number of δ-delayed packet than the FP3 strategy, e.g., 1.86%
and 0.93% which are 1.3× and 2.94× lower than those of
FP3. In addition, although the rdelay of the greedy, FP1, and
FP2 strategies are lower than those of our proposed method,
they require much more 4G cost than ours. Specifically, in
all the experiments, our method requires the lowest communi-
cation cost (rserver), i.e., only around 60% of packets travel
through the 4G network while those are around 70% as in
the greedy. Furthermore, the 4G communication cost, i.e.,
rserver of the FP strategies are much higher than expected,
i.e., around Pserver, due to the offload-missed issue mentioned
in Section V-A. When a device decides to send a packet
to the nearest RSU/device but there exist no RSUs/devices
around, or when the local queue is full, it sends the packet
to server directly vı́a the 4G network. Such offload-missed
issue increases the 4G communication cost significantly. For
example, in the FP1, FP2 and FP3, more than 96%, 86% and
73% of packets use the 4G communication channel (although
it is designed with a fixed possibility of 70%, 50% and 30%,
respectively).

4) Energy Consumption: In Fig. 8, we present the total
energy consumption of offloading strategies using the stacked
bars. The line series shows the average energy consumption
of packets that reach the crowdsensing server. Interestingly,
in the case of δ = 5, although the energy consumption of
our proposed strategy is higher than that of FP3, the average
energy consumption per packet of our proposal is smaller than
that of FP3. It refers to the result in Fig. 7(a) when the rate of
packets transmitted to the server (1 - rdrop) of our proposed
strategy is higher while the rate of the packet transmitted to the
server via the 4G channel (rserver) is smaller than those of the
FP1 and FP2. On the other hand, when the packets transmitted
to the server of the four targeted strategies are similar, e.g.,
δ = 10, our proposal consumes the lowest energy because it
uses the 4G channel least.

5) Summary: In summary, the results imply that the perfor-
mance/cost of the baseline FP approach is sensitive to the en-
vironment/network due to its coarse fixed configuration. Thus,
it requires effort to manually figure out the best configuration
when implementing this method in the real world (for a given
specific environment). The greedy strategy focuses too much
on the rate of news stories without balancing the cost of
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Fig. 8. Energy consumption of estimated offloading strategies (λd =1).

communication. By contrast, our proposed method learns the
environment/network information to make the decision flexibly
so that it can avoid both the packet-dropped issue and offload-
missed issue while using a smaller communication cost.

C. Discussion

In the following, we investigate the impacts of the packet
generation interval, the data latency threshold, the packet size,
and the contact rate on our proposed method.

1) Impacts of the Packet Generation Interval λd: In this
evaluation, we estimate the impact of the packet generation
interval, i.e., the frequency the devices collect the sensory data,
on our proposed method. We set the data latency threshold to 5
time slots while changing the packet generation interval from
1→ 5 time slots. The result in Fig. 9 shows that the relative
communication cost between our proposed method and the
baselines does not change. There’s a trivial impact of packet
generation rate on all the strategies in communication cost. Our
proposed method always uses least 4G communication with a
small rate of the delayed packet. Although the greedy and
FP3 could achieve smaller delayed rates than ours, these two
strategies scarify the communication cost. Specifically, FP3
sends 96% of packets via the 4G network, which is 1.5×
higher than that of our proposed method. When the packet
generation interval is slow enough, instead of being dropped,
a packet will be stored in a queue and, thus, the rate of delayed
packets is increased. In general, this trend also appears when
the relative packet size over the capacity of the local queue is
too big (that leads to a smaller number of the packet can be
stored in the queue until the queue is full). Interestingly, the
packet generation interval does not affect the packet delayed
rate of FP1, FP2 and greedy strategies where the possibility
of keeping a packet in the edge devices are not too high,
i.e., Prsu + Psensor = 0.2 as in FP1 strategy. In contrast,
because FP3 and our proposed method try to avoid to use the
4G communication channel as much as possible, the packet
generation time has much higher impact on those strategies.
For example, to maintain ≈ 63% of 4G communication rate
when the packet generation interval changed, our proposed
method could not avoid the delayed packet, i.e., around 2−4%.

2) Impacts of the Data Latency Threshold δ: In this exper-
iment, we explore the relationship of our proposed method’s
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Fig. 9. Impacts of the packet generation interval (λd). δ is fixed to 5 time slots.
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Fig. 10. Impact of the data latency threshold (δ). λd is fixed to 1 time slot.

performance with the data latency threshold, e.g., the maxi-
mum latency required by an application. We fix the packet
generation interval λd = 1 while changing the latency thresh-
old δ from 5→ 25 time slots, Fig. 10 shows the related results.
When the latency threshold increases the δ-delayed packets
rate of our proposed method as well as the baseline strategies
decrease. This is an expected result because a packet has a
longer time to stay in the local devices. Furthermore, let us
remind our strategy of the reward function in our Q-Learning
method (as shown in the Formula (5)). When the data latency
exceeds the threshold, there is a higher possibility of a packet
being directly sent to the server using the 4G communication
channel by assigning a negative reward. As the result, when
the latency threshold increases, the number of packets that
meets such condition and use the 4G communication channel
becomes smaller. For example, the 4G communication ratio
of our proposed method changes from 64.8% to 58.7% when
the latency threshold change from 5 to 25-time slots. This
trend does not appear in the greedy and FP strategies, These
strategies maintain the 4G communication ratio at around 70%,
96%, 88%, and 77%. with all the configuration of the data
latency threshold.

3) Impacts of packet size: In this section, we investigate
the performance of our proposed method when varying the
forwarding data’s amount, e.g., the packet size from 1 → 5
MB. It is worth noting that the packet size affects both the
cost of 4G as well as the packet delayed rate because the

TABLE IX
NETWORK CONTACT RATE OF EXPERIMENT IN FIG. 12

Sensor transmission range (m) Network contact rate
120 0.889
100 0.868
80 0.838
60 0.789
40 0.714
20 0.536
10 0.377

maximum number of packets stored in the queue decrease
when the packet size increases. In this evaluation, we fix the
queue size of a sensor to 25 MB, i.e., the ratio of packet size to
queue size varies from 1 : 25 to 1 : 5. First of all, we observe
that there is no packet dropped, e.g., rdrop = 0, in all the cases.
Second, the result in Fig. 11 shows that the performance of the
greedy and FP baselines is nearly not changed when the packet
size is varied. Only our proposed method shows the decrease
of ratio δ-delay packet when the packet size becomes smaller
because our method dynamically selects the transmission route
based on the device’s remaining resource (Formula 6).

4) Impacts of contact rate: In this section, we investigate
the impacts of contact rate on the performance of the algo-
rithms. We begin by explicitly defining contact rate mathemat-
ically. We refer to each device’s contact time as the interval
at which it enters the communication area of other devices.
The contact rate of a device is then calculated by dividing its
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Fig. 11. Impact of the packet size. δ is fixed to 10 time slots.
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Fig. 12. Impact of the contact rate. δ is fixed to 10 time slots.

contact time by its entire time on the road. Furthermore, the
network’s average contact rate is defined as the average contact
rate across all devices. In this section, we vary the contact
rate by changing the transmission range of the devices from
10→ 120 meter as shown in Table IX. The higher the sensor
transmission range, the higher the network contact rate. We
then observe the change in the 4G communication ratio, de-
layed packet ratio, and the packet dropped rate. The results are
presented in Fig 12. We observe that there is no packet dropped
in most of the cases except the FP3, e.g., around 0.01%. We
also confirm that there is no clear correlation between the 4G
communication ratio of the FP strategies and the transmission
range of devices. However, when the transmission range of
devices increases, the 4G communication ratio of the greedy
strategy decreases significantly, e.g., from 71% to 63%. In all
the configurations, our proposed method always achieves the
lowest 4G communication cost. This result implies the stability
of the proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

This study focused on real-time vehicular mobile crowd-
sensing systems which rely on devices mounted on vehicles.
The devices continuously collect and transmit relevant data
to the server through 4G or Wi-Fi communication channels.
We proposed an opportunistic communication algorithm that
minimizes the 4G communication cost while guaranteeing the
data latency is under a predefined threshold. We leveraged

the Q-learning to make the offloading decision. Besides, the
Fuzzy logic is utilized to optimize the reward function of the
Q-learning. The experiment results indicated that the proposed
method could reduce 30-40% of the 4G communication cost
while guaranteeing that 99% of packets had a latency less than
the necessary threshold.
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